FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE- INMATE ESCAPES FROM MINIMUM SECURITY JAIL

[Lancaster, Ohio, November 19, 2012] On Monday, November 19, 2012 at approximately 11:39 a.m., inmate Elias Alexander Farrar escaped from the Minimum Security Jail located at 342 W. Wheeling St., Lancaster, OH 43130. Inmate Farrar was a low-risk inmate assigned to a prisoner at work program, where he walked away from a work detail at the jail. Inmate Farrar was incarcerated for a Probation Violation and Possession of Drug Abuse Instruments, M-1.

Inmate Elias Alexander Farrar

Date of Birth: 05/19/1992, 20 years of age

5'08", 130 pounds, Blond/Strawberry Hair, Blue Eyes, and Slender Build

Last seen wearing tan jumpsuit with "INMATE WORKER" on back.

11/19/2012